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PURPOSE COMPLETE STICKS



The Purpose™ is engineered for the new generation 
of elite athletes. Designed, manufactured and tied-
up right here in the USA, the Purpose™ features 
Epoch’s patent pending 15-degree bottom rail. 
This technology is designed exclusively by women 
for women. The 15-degree bottom rail technology 
drives the ball high in the pocket to the sweet 
spot unlike any other product in the market. This 
maximizes feel and control for ultimate consistency, 
power and accuracy.

The Purpose™ is available with a matching 
Dragonfly, the most technologically advanced 
carbon fiber composite shaft in the game. Available 
in a 1” concave diameter or a slim 7/8” diameter. 
Like all Dragonfly shafts, the Purpose™ comes 
with an industry leading 1-year warranty and is 
manufactured with pride here in the USA.

Head: Purpose®
Pocket: Ladder
Pocket Location: Zone 4 High-Pocket
Head Warranty: 1 Year (Limited)
Shaft: Dragonfly Purpose™
Flex iQ: iQ9
Shaft Warranty: 1 Year (Limited)
Made in USA

Available in C32 and S32 

$249.99 MSRP



The Purpose 15-degree head has changed 
the landscape of women’s lacrosse since it 
hit the market in 2017. This game changing 
head is now available with Epoch’s NEW Pro 
Mesh™ Pocket. Designed in unison, the Pro 
Mesh™ pocket is engineered to optimize the 
sweet spot of the Purpose’s exclusive patent 
pending 15-degree technology.

Each part of the pocket is strategically 
designed to give you, the player, ultimate 
control, feel and accuracy when playing. The 
HT Poly technology is engineered to keep your 
pocket consistent is all weather conditions 
with minimal or no adjustments.

Head: Purpose®
Pocket: Pro Mesh™
Pocket Location: Zone 4 High-Pocket
Head Warranty: 1 Year (Limited)
Shaft: Dragonfly Purpose™
Flex iQ: iQ9
Shaft Warranty: 1 Year (Limited)
Made in USA

Available in C32 and S32 

$249.99 MSRP



How to Adjust the Purpose Pro Mesh™ Pocket:

More Whip / Hold = Tighten bttom shooter
Less Whip / Smoother release = Loosen or 
remove the bottom shooter
Tighten / Loosen Pocket = Adjust the bottom spine

Tied-Up Pocket for Elite Level Control and Feel
The Purpose Pro Mesh™ pocket is tied-up for elite 
level control and feel, engineered and strung 
in the USA. All factory tied-up are designed 
to optimize the sweet spot and 15-degree 
technology.

Follow @epoch.women on Instagram 
to see more!

$119.99 MSRP


